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If you want to learn the basics on how to play Magic the Gathering, then download this guide. In this
short and to-the-point guide, newcomers become acclimated with all the tools they will need to start
playing the collectible card game. While the game is too complex for one guide to teach everything
needed to become a top-notch Magic pilot, this guide will provide a strong foundation on which to
build a successful Magic career. All the rules that you will need in order to begin playing are
included in this guide. Many common situations are analyzed, which will start you on the path to
examining your own plays to discover your strengths, weaknesses, and areas of growth
opportunities. Using this guide as a starting point, new players will begin with a firm grasp of not
only how to play Magic but how to approach it mentally in order to continue deepening their
understanding of the tactics involved in being a winning Magic player. We suggest sharing this
guide with a friend so that the two of you can learn together and point out misunderstandings before
they are ingrained too deeply. Playing this rich and compelling game well will lead to more wins and
ultimately more happiness. It is our hope that this guide will lead you down that path toward
happiness and success doing something that you enjoy. Good luck, and have fun!
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This review is based on the Kindle version of the book.First, what this book is. "How to Play Magic
the Gathering" is a written description of the basics of playing Magic The Gathering (MTG). If you
are the type of person who learns best by the written word and you want to learn how to play MTG
then this book will meet your needs.Second, what this book isn't. "How to Play Magic the Gathering"

is not a guide on how to play MTG better. If you are looking for anything more than the basics of
how to play , then look elsewhere. You won't find any details on how to build a competitive deck,
mana curves, the play of particular card types etc. in this book.To be fair, the book description
explicitly states that it does the first part. But, it also hints that it does the second, and it does not. I
would have given the book a three-star rating based on this.To be honest, there are better and free
resources on the web that do the first part. A simple Google or You Tube search will turn up these
resources and save you $10.00.The illustrative pictures do not show up very well in the Kindle so
lose much of their value. The book was also filled with typographical errors and strange character
inserts. It needs a human editor to carefully go through Kindle version and correct these types of
errors. Although not fatal to the information being passed along, these errors do irritate after a bit. In
my opinion they also demonstrate a lack of professionalism and pride in work on the publisher's
part. This why I pulled my rating down to two-stars.

So much information out there on MTG assumes you already know the basics of the game. Finally,
a book that can help us dads figure out how to play while minimizing eye-rolls from our kids! I would
have given this five stars were it not for the blurry pictures and occasional typos, but I'm nitpicking.

Well, I had always wanted to learn how to play MTG because I few of my friends play and I couldn't
understand what they were trying to explain to me. I downloaded this book to sort of study on my
own. The other reviewers are right, this book is perfect for those just beginning. It explained all of
the basics that I needed to know for getting started. I'm still not that great but I can play with my
friends now. I love this book, I just wish there were more by this author, they were great at breaking
it down.

It was a good way to learn.I loved it!!!!!Thanks for making it.I want to be like you!!!!!

If, like me you are new to magic this is a terrific book to start you off. Everything is well set out,
logical and the knowledge you need to start to become a better magic player is here.

Easy to follow version of the game of magic rules. Much easier than trying to follow some of the
other versions out there. If you play Magic read this.

Very informative

If you can allready play the game, this book will not improve your game. I did not find it helpful in
clarifying points of the game either.
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